OZTENT RELEASES THE WORLD’S MOST
LUXURIOUS RECREATIONAL CHAIR
Ultra-light. Super strong. Ever comfortable.

At the Oztent Group we love the outdoors and making it more enjoyable for everyone, that’s why we’ve designed and developed what we believe to be
the world’s most luxurious chair ever to appear on campsites. This week we will release the first two of our Black Series HotSpot recreational chairs.
The OZTENT Black Series HOTSPOT chairs were specifically designed for those who like enjoying the outdoors in comfort, all year around.
“Our new Black Series HotSpot range of camping chairs are the toughest, lightest, most comfortable ever created and they can be warmed or cooled
as desired”, explains Isaac Viglione, Marketing Manager, The OZTENT Group.
Due to their heavy-duty magnesium alloy ultra-lite™ frame, this well-padded, extra-large chair can withstand weights of 200kg yet weighs only
3.7kg. Incorporating Oztent’s unique HotSpot pouches, campers can simply heat their chair on cold nights or keep their seat cool in the heat, and it
needs no power. Other features include:
Adjustable Lumbar Support
Insulated Drink/Phone Holder Saddlebag (RHS)
Tablet/Device Holder Saddlebag (LHS)
Headrest/Carry Bag Storage Compartment
Fully Padded Polyester Seat Cushion
As you’d expect from such a chair, it comes with its own heavy-duty carry bag and a five-year warranty. The perfect recreational chair for any
outdoor event this winter, the series currently consists of two products:
the OZTENT Taipan HOTSPOT Chair with solid armrests and 150kg weight rating RRP $229.95; and
the OZTENT Red-Belly HOTSPOT Chair with soft comfort-forming, height adjustable, armrests and 200kg weight rating RRP $219.95.
To learn more about the world’s most luxurious recreational chair visit http://www.oztent.com.au or try it firsthand in any reputable outdoor,
adventure or camping store.
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ABOUT OZTENT GROUP: The OZTENT Group was founded over 20 years ago by Australian inventor Joe Viglione who, so frustrated

while pitching a conventional tent, invented one that took just 30 seconds to pitch. Affectionately named &#39;the marriage saver&#39; by Joe, the
rest of Australia knows it as the Oztent RV Range.

The Oztent Group remains an Australian owned and operated family business, providing

Australian and international adventurers with a range of tents and outdoor furniture and accessories, designed to create an awesome camping
experience. The Oztent Group opened operations in the USA in 2014. ABOUT THE ORIGINAL 30 SECOND TENT: Oztent is the original, patented
30-second tent. Its unique internal frame and hinge-mechanism eliminated the need (and time) required to thread poles to keep the tent up. Along with
its innovative design, Oztent also features heavy-duty materials to withstand harsh Australian conditions. FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Including images or video assets, product for photography or trial, and interviews with a camping expert from the Oztent team, please contact Isaac
Viglione +61 2 8706 5000 | isaac.viglione@oztent.com or Michael Locke 0438-076-904 | michael@locke.com.au
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